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When it comes to designing sheds, there’s no excuse for a one-size-fits-all model.  
Your needs are individual to your lifestyle so it’s important your shed caters specifically 
to the workload expected of it. A little personal flair doesn’t hurt either. 

That’s where Endurance Sheds proves its strengths. We build our sheds to stand the 
test of time, designing and engineering them to withstand extreme Australian conditions 
but adding in the flexibility to create an appealing space to suit your needs. Whether it’s 
an urban backyard or a rural cattle yard, there’s no compromise on strength and quality – 
we build sheds stronger to last longer.

BACKED BY FIELDERS

Manufactured using BlueScope steel and backed by the Fielders brand which has  
built its reputation as steel specialists during a century of trading, Endurance Sheds  
are practical, personalised and specific.

Don’t compromise on your needs for the sake of convenience. Talk to us about your 
specifications and watch us make it happen.

KEY BENEFITS

• Fully engineered designs to suit the conditions in your area

• ShedSafe® Accreditation

• Made with 100% Australian COLORBOND® steel

• Quality components and fittings

• Choose a standard or custom-built design to suit your needs

• Wide range of genuine COLORBOND® steel colours

• Provision of all plans and drawings to assist with council approvals

SHED SOME  
LIGHT ON THE 
WORKSPACE  
OF YOUR 
DREAMS

THE ART OF 
BUILDING 

ACCESSORIES

ROLLER 
DOOR

SLIDING 
DOOR

ACCESS 
DOOR WINDOW

POLYCARB 
SKYLIGHT

VENTILATION 
OPTIONS

At Endurance Sheds we’ll work with you to produce a long-lasting shed featuring quality 
components that meets your individual needs. Sometimes a standard shed is all you need. 
If that’s the case, we have you covered with our general range of designs. If you’re after 
something more personalised, we’ll custom design a shed to suit your specifications. 

It can be any type of shed and any size. Doors and windows can be included where they are 
most useful and designed to a height and span that accommodates all of your equipment, 
machinery and other lifestyle materials. Whether it is a simple design to house tools and toys 
or a working shed for business needs, we can create the perfect facility for you.

CLADDING: ROOFING AND WALLING

CLADDING: WALLING ONLY

S-RIB CORRUGATED

CORROMAX® 21̂

CORROMAX® 35^

TL-5#

LO-RIB#^

#Actual profile supplied may vary from drawing shown
^Profile not available in all regions
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RESIDENTIAL

A home is rarely complete without a shed, but just any shed will never do. Whether 
you’re simply storing tools or creating the ultimate man cave, Endurance Sheds can 
design and build your perfect structure including:

• Garages 

• Garaport

• Domestic Shed

• Carport

Our extensive range of COLORBOND® steel colours means easy integration of your shed 
with your existing residence, and since all Endurance Sheds are low maintenance you can 
concentrate on enjoying your free time. Finally, once a design has been developed, we 
provide the plans and drawings to customers to assist with council approvals. 

Talk to our experienced staff to discover how to create the shed of your dreams that will 
cater to your lifestyle and endure everything you and Mother Nature can throw at it.

OUR RANGE COMMERCIAL/ INDUSTRIAL

If you want industrial strength, you need Endurance Sheds. 
Boasting durable materials and flexible designs, our sheds  
are capable of meeting the toughest work conditions and  
cater to a broad range of activities including: 

• Industrial Buildings

• Warehouse, Factories and Storage Sheds

• Workshops

• COLA Shelters

• Aircraft Hangers

We build work spaces to suit your needs rather than trying 
to shoehorn you into an existing structure. It’s about working 
together to create the best possible outcome, right down to  
the last detail. Need a mezzanine? We’ll build one to cater 
for the size and load limits that you require. You can also 
personalise your shed with roller doors, sliding doors,  
skylights, windows and ventilation options.

Don’t put your business on the line. Make sure your shed 
passes the Endurance test.

FARM/ RURAL

There’s nothing soft about life in rural Australia. Sheds need to 
stand up to harsh climatic conditions and an intense workload. 
That’s why Endurance Sheds are built to last. Durability is non-
negotiable.

Your shed needs to be able to handle hard knocks, year-in and 
year-out. Working together, we can design a shed that suits 
your specific requirements including:

• Barns 

• Farm and Hay Sheds

• Machinery Sheds

• Equine Stables and Arenas 

• Storage Sheds

This flexibility in design along with the hardiness of all of our 
structures means you can create the perfect shed to meet the 
rigours of your property and business. You can also rest easy 
knowing your Endurance Shed is built stronger to last longer. 

Work with us today to ensure your equipment, stock or product 
is protected into the future.
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Regardless of size or use, a shed is a major acquisition which is likely to be a 
permanent solution to your needs. You have to get it right and that’s where  
we come in.

A CUT ABOVE

We work closely with you to create a shed that matches your needs.  
Choose from a wide range of standard or custom-built shed designs.

GENUINE COLORBOND® STEEL

All sheds are Australian made using genuine COLORBOND® steel. Our 
components and accessories are finished with THERMATECH® technology  
to ensure colour matching with other genuine COLORBOND® steel around  
your home, business or property.

ENDURANCE BY NATURE

We use site specific engineering to create the most suitable and appropriate 
structure.

COUNCIL APPROVALS MADE EASY

Most importantly we provide all plans and drawings to our clients so you can  
use them when seeking council approvals.

SHEDSAFE® STAMP

Every Endurance Shed is accredited by the Australian Steel Institute (ASI). 
ShedSafe® is the national industry standard benchmark for steel sheds and 
must be earned by suppliers. We have the knowledge, the experience and an 
understanding of how different environments affect the usability of our structures. 

Fielders are able to provide custom designs that meet the required engineering 
and specifications without the restriction of standard bays and sizes.

BUILT STRONGER 
TO LAST LONGER

Ironstone® Cottage Green®

Deep Ocean® Night Sky®

Classic Cream™ Surfmist® *† Paperbark® Evening Haze®

Dune® *†

Shale Grey™ *

Cove™ Windspray® † Pale Eucalypt®

Wallaby® † Jasper® Manor Red® Terrain®

Woodland Grey® †Basalt® * Monument® *†

Gully™

Mangrove®

COLOUR  
YOUR WORLD

*COLORBOND® steel Matt range available (subject to availability)
 †COLORBOND® Ultra steel colours available for coastal areas and  
  other harsh environments. 



fieldersendurance.com.au  |  1800 240 258

LET’S GET STARTED
When it comes to a shed for your property, only you know what you want. Our role is to help you realise that dream. When you talk, 
we listen and together we can create the perfect structure for you. Contact us today to start the journey. 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE
Choose from a wide range of standard or custom designs with the flexibility of a range of cladding options, colour choices 
and accessories.

COUNCIL APPROVALS MADE EASY
Most importantly we provide all plans and drawings to our clients so you can use them when seeking council approvals.

GENUINE COLORBOND® STEEL
All sheds are Australian made using genuine COLORBOND® steel. Our components and accessories are finished with 
Thermatech® technology to ensure colour matching with other genuine COLORBOND® steel around your property.

SHEDSAFE® STAMP
Every Endurance Shed is accredited by the Australian Steel Institute (ASI). ShedSafe® is the national industry standard 
benchmark for steel sheds and must be earned by suppliers. 

WHY ENDURANCE?

SHED
SAFE

The COLORBOND® steel colour swatches shown have been reproduced to represent actual product colours and finish as accurately as possible. However, we recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample of the product before 
purchasing, as varying light conditions and limitations of the printing process may affect colour tones and finish. To determine the most suitable material for your project, please contact your supplier or steel.com.au/colorbond. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 
All descriptions, specifications, illustrations, drawings, data, dimensions and weights contained in this publication, all technical literature and websites containing information from Fielders are approximations only. They are intended by Fielders to 
be a general description for information and identification purposes and do not create a sale by description. Fielders reserves the right at any time to: 
 a)  supply Goods with such minor modifications from its drawings and specifications as it sees fit; and 
 b)  alter specifications shown in its literature to reflect changes made after the date of such publication. 

COLORBOND® steel, BlueScope, the BlueScope brand mark, ® product, product brand and colour names are registered trademarks and TM product, product brand and colour names are trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited.

The Fielders® range of products is exclusively made by or for BlueScope Steel Limited trading as Fielders.

Thermatech® solar reflectance technology is not available in Night Sky®, or non-standard colours, and is not available in COLORBOND® Stainless steel, COLORBOND® Metallic steel, or COLORBOND® Coolmax® steel. To determine the most suitable 
material for your project, please contact your supplier or see steel.com.au/colorbond. 
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